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Advt. No. Estab.IV/271/2018                                         Dated: 14.09.2018 
 

 

 

Online applications are invited in the prescribed Format from eligible and highly motivated 

candidates with proven track record of competence and success for appointment to the one post 

of Director, Directorate of Hindi Medium Implementation (DHMI) on Tenure/Deputation Basis. 

The post of Directorate of Hindi Medium Implementation (DHMI) carries Scale of Pay Level 14 

as per VII CPC Pay Matrix.  The last date for receipt of applications is 04.10.2018 or within two 

weeks from the date of publication of the advertisement in the Employment News, whichever is 

later.  

 

Essential Qualification: 

 

1.   A Master’s degree in a Hindi or any of the following Social Science subjects        

namely Political Science, History, Economics, Commerce with adequate 

knowledge of English and Hindi with at least 55% marks or an equivalent grade of 

B in the seven point scale with letter grade O, A, B, C, D, E & F.  

2.     Ph.D. or equivalent degree.  

3. Total experience of 15 years of teaching and/or post-doctoral                        

research/Publication/Translation and out of which at least 8 years in Reader’s 

scale.  

 

Desirable Qualification:  

 

The candidate should possess experience in a responsible position in one or more of the 

following fields/areas:  

 

1.     Book Promotion, Printing & Publication in promotion of Hindi language for higher   

education.  

2.     Scientific & Technical Terminology.  

3.     Research Experience in promotion of Hindi literature in a University or Institution 

of Higher Learning.  

4.   Proficiency in translation work from English to Hindi and vetting of standard 

scientific and technical texts.  

Note:  

 

1. The requirement of relevant experience of 8 years in a post equivalent to Reader 

will be considered in Level 12 or above as per 7
th
 CPC pay matrix or its 

corresponding pre-revised pay scales.   

2. Preference will be given to candidates who are holding additional Master degree in 

Hindi or Social Sciences.  

3. As per the Schedule to Recruitment Rules (Non-Teaching Employees) 2008, of the 

University of Delhi, the appointment may be for the tenure of five years which 

could be renewed for further similar terms. 

 

Age:      Preferably below 55 years 

 
REGISTRAR 


